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The Agribusiness plant is one of valuable commodity that can fulfill the food national and cross the sea need. For other Asian Countries, They have been developed Agribusiness product in many methods and has become very valuable export commodity.

Thailand and Filipina have Developed agribusiness Product as one of the major national Income.

Indonesia definitely still left behind in creating the Agribusiness Product. As a fact There are so many Imported fruit in Indonesia. And This situation make local product left behind.

The Way In Agribusiness Informating Is not only from the inventor and the Agribisniss development organization to the local farmer, but also needed by other ordinary people that want to know more about Agribusiness. This Agribusiness information need is still unwell covered. sometimes The University of farming and research center is not open well to the farmer and the Ordinary people who wants to know about the Agribusiness Information. The Information’s is only given to the researcher and the development organization. The ordinary People and local farmer doesn’t feel comfortable to reach this Kind of agribusiness information center.

The local farmer sometime has to depend on manual information that is held by the government. So it is very needed the facility that covered the people information need about Agribusiness product.